We reduce the dimension of the matrix X by compacting the information of some of its columns (that is, SNP probes in the case of dealing with CN data) even before applying NMF. The idea is that we are given computational resources that are able to solve an NMF instance up to matrices Y of dimension n × p, but we still want to approximate the (eventually much larger) n × m matrix X. The problem we want to solve is to find Y such that solving the NMF problem:
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whereŶ = WŶ · HŶ , will lead to a minimum value of
where D : N m → N p is a partition of the m columns of X into p bins (recall that N x was defined as the positive integers not greater than x). Eq. (1) represents the NMF instance we can actually solve in a computer, while Eq. (2) is the original problem we wanted to solve (the underlying assumption is that columns from the same bin are very similar, thus estimated equally). The Compact-NMF directly approximates the original matrix X, still by solving the smaller NMF over Y .
Let |D(j)| = k I(D(k) = j) be the number of elements in the bin j ∈ N p , and apply the variable change defined by HẐ(i, j) = |D(j)|HŶ (i, j) and WẐ = WŶ . Simple manipulations of Eq. (2) (by grouping terms of the same bin) achieve
where
which in words means to sum the columns that are put together in the same bin j . Now note that the argumentẐ = WẐ · HẐ which minimizes Eq. (3) is the same as the one which minimizes
because the ratio within the logarithm in Eq. (3) splits in two terms, with the second being a constant with respect toẐ. Hence, we can use Y = X D with the aim of (optimally) minimizing the divergence function of the NMF for X, as defined in Eq. (2). If desired, it is possible to trace back the value ofŶ using the relation betweenŶ andẐ, but for clustering purposes this is not necessary, as WẐ = WŶ is already the result we want. Results from distinct measures do not completely agree, but overall they suggest rank 3 as the best option for Data sets 1 and 4, and rank 2 as the best option for Data sets 2 and 3.
